The snow melt from the High Atlas is a critical water resource in Morocco. In spite of its 1 importance, monitoring the spatio-temporal evolution of key snow cover properties like the snow 2 water equivalent remains challenging due to the lack of in situ measurements at high elevation.
Introduction

17
The snow melt is an important water resource in many semi-arid and Mediterranean regions [1] . and May represents about 50 % of the annual discharge. The catchment is sparsely vegetated, except 87 in the valleys bottoms, where snowfalls rarely occur.
88
We selected the Rheraya catchment because it is the only catchment in the High Atlas with high 89 elevation automatic weather stations [33] . The Rheraya catchment was also the study site of previous resolution is based on a previous study in the Rheraya catchment, where we analyzed the trade-off 96 between spatial resolution and the computation time. This study suggested that a distributed snow 97 model with a grid coarser than 250 m is not able to capture the high spatial variability in the snow 98 cover patterns due to the importance of the incoming solar radiation in the snowpack energy budget.
99
The land cover use data set is derived European Space Agency Climate Change I (ESA-CCI). The 100 majority of the area is bare soil. 
Snow cover area
102
We queried all available Sentinel-2 SCA products between January and July 2016 in the L2B-Snow 103 collection of the Theia Land data center [36] . All snow products were derived from Sentinel-2A reduce the input/output operation time in the assimilation phase, we discarded the products with a 109 cloud cover higher than 70%. We obtained 13 SCA maps of the Rheraya catchment with a snow cover 110 fraction ranging from 82% to 0% and a cloud fraction ranging from 0% to 66% (Tab. 1).
111
These SCA products were generated from Sentinel-2 images based on the MAJA/LIS processor. The MAJA processor computes the surface reflectance and the cloud and cloud shadow mask ([37] ). The output of MAJA is a level-2A product, that is read by the LIS processor to determine the snow cover area at 20 m resolution [38] . The snow detection is performed using the "flat surface reflectances", i.e. surface reflectances that were corrected to remove the first order effect of the topography. The snow classification in LIS uses the Normalized Difference Snow Index [39]:
where ρ green (resp. ρ SWIR ) is the flat surface reflectance in the green channel (resp. SWIR at 1.6 µm).
112
The NDSI encapsulates the fact that almost only snow surfaces are very bright in the visible but dark 113 in the shortwave infrared. • the data assimilation simulation (DA) was obtained in the same configuration as the open loop 149 simulation but downscaled MERRA-2 forcings were perturbed to assimilate the Sentinel-2 snow 150 cover maps through a particle filter. The output of this simulation is called the posterior.
151
• the synthetic data simulation (referred to as AWS) was obtained by running SnowModel with in 152 situ meteorological observations from the AWS. The output of this simulation was considered as
153
an independent dataset to evaluate the effect of the assimilation.
154
The main input and output of the simulations is presented in Fig. 3 .
155
The performance of the DA was qualified by computing the RMSE (Eq. 3) and the Pearson 156 correlation coefficient between the output of the DA scheme and the synthetic observations of air 157 temperature, precipitation, SWE and SCA.
where X i is the ith element of the vector X, and X truth i is the ith element of the synthetic observation 159 vector X truth . E is the expectation. Y is the observation vector.
160
The output of the OL, DA and AWS were also compared to in situ observations of the snow 161 height at Oukaimeden, the snow cover fraction of the catchment area from MODIS data and the river 162 discharge at Tahanaout. Regarding the river discharge comparison, the challenge is that SnowModel we focus below on the description of MicroMet submodel only.
183
In MicroMet, a DEM is used to correct the effect of elevation on air temperature, humidity and 184 precipitation. In the case of the air temperature, the following equation is used:
where T stn is the air temperature at the station, Z stn the station elevation, T x ( o C) the air 186 temperature in the target grid cell, Z x the elevation of the grid cell. τ is the temperature lapse 187 rate ( o C.km −1 ), which depends on the month of the year. As a first step, MicroMet adjusts the station 188 data to a common elevation Z = 0 using Eq. 5. Then, the temperature is interpolated using a Gaussian 
191
The same method is used for the relative humidity and precipitation. The relative humidity at the a different function of elevation is used:
where P stn is the precipitation at the station, P x (mm) the precipitation in the target grid cell, Z x 196 the elevation of the grid cell. χ is the precipitation correction factor (km −1 ), which also depends on the 197 month of the year.
198
The shortwave and longwave radiations are derived from the interpolated temperature and 
where F s is the solid fraction in the total precipitation, RH is the relative humidity in % and Formosat-2 SCA maps over the entire study period to identify the optimal parameters triplet (α = 25, 
Where SWE is the snow water equivalent in the grid cell, τ is the snow distribution shape 237 parameter relating the total amount of snow in the grid cell to the percent snow cover within the grid 238 cell (by default it is set to 4.0 [21]). SWE SCF=1 defines the minimum SWE to reach a full snow coverage 239 within the grid cell, whose value depends on the land cover. In this study we used the value for bare 240 soil (SWE SCF=1 = 13 mm). The grid cell was considered as snow covered if the SCF is greater than a 241 fixed value SCF 0 , i.e.:
where u is the discrete form of the Heaviside function. SCF 0 was set to 0.25. In this study, the data assimilation scheme is used to reduce the biases in air temperature and available. At each observation date, a specific normalized weight is assigned to every particle [32,54]:
where w i,j is the weight of the ith particle at the jth observation date, σ is the standard deviation 251 of the observation error. We assume that σ is constant throughout the study period. 
where TP, TN, FP, FN are the number of true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative 260 pixels, respectively. The perfect simulation has an HSS equal to 1 while the worst has an HSS close to 0.
261
Hence, i,j is defined as:
Subsequently, each weight is updated using
where w * i,j is the updated value of the weight, n obs is the number of assimilated observations until 264 this time step (including the jth). Thereafter the weights are normalized using:
where W i is the updated normalized weight.
266
After computing the weights, the particle filter removes particles with low weight and duplicates First, a vector containing the cumulative sum of W i is computed. Then, N pointers spaced by 272 1/N are used to select the particles in this space (Fig. 4) . This enables to preferentially select a particle 273 with a high weight given that this particle will span a larger segment of this space, hence particles with 274 the highest weight will be duplicated. The selected particles are thereafter perturbed as explained in 275 Sect. 4.3.1.
276
An issue arises if all particles have equivalent weights, e.g. if the domain is fully snow covered or 277 snow-free. In this case, every particle is equally likely to be selected for the next assimilation window, 278 which will prevent the creation of new particles since the number of particles must remain constant.
279
Therefore, we modified the SUS to select, at each assimilation date, only 50% of the particles for the 280 next assimilation window, i.e. we use only N SUS = N ens /2 pointers instead of N ens . Thus, each selected 281 particle is duplicated at least once. in such a case of equivalent particle weights. In the standard algorithm, only one particle can be 284 perturbed in the next step, whereas in the enhanced algorithm, three particles can be perturbed. This . The brown numbers identify each ith particle and the segment size is proportional to its normalized weight W i .
will increase the probability to obtain a better estimation of the state vector for the next assimilation 286 step.
287
To summarize, we present the different steps of the computational implementation of the DA 288 scheme as follow, and also illustrate them in Fig.6 . 2. Integrate all particles in SnowModel forward time (from t to t + 1).
291
3. Calculate the weights according to Eq. 14. to emphasize that the perturbation is done before the downscaling by MicroMet, i.e. from the coarse 300 scale MERRA-2 data, which are considered as virtual station measurements (Sect. 4.1).
301
For the air temperature, the perturbation is done by adding a white noise with zero mean and N ens simulations are performed with SnowModel in parallel (Fig. 7) . This allows to get N ens of SWE 310 simulations (GDAT binary files). For each particle the SWE is converted to SCA, then its weight is 311 computed based on the observed snow cover area (GeoTiff). Finally, all particles enter the particle 312 filtering process. These steps are repeated until the end of the observations (Fig. 7) . The PBS script The different simulations captured the overall snow height evolution at Oukaimeden (Fig. 8) ,
318
however the DA simulation outperformed the OL and AWS simulation in terms of correlation and 319
RMSE (Tab. 3).
320
There remain large discrepancies from the end of February to the mid-March even in the DA 321 simulation. Over the same period there is no assimilation data. In the three cases the melting rates is larger than the OL cSCF, meaning that the correction of the precipitation led to increase the snowfall.
331
The RMSE and correlation both indicate that the DA has improved the realism of the simulation with 332 respect to the OL simulation (Tab. 3). The DA simulation is close to the AWS forcing but it is also 333 slightly better in terms of RMSE and correlation. 
Comparison to discharge observations
335
Despite the crude approach to compute the discharge from the model output, the three simulations 336 provide a realistic representation of the discharge at the 3-day time step. The DA simulation better captures the spring melt flood at the end of March (Fig. 10) . In addition, the AWS simulation has a 338 large error in mid-April (an excessive melt), which is not present in the OL and DA simulations. 
Comparison to the AWS simulation
340
As explained in Sect 4, we use the AWS simulation to assess the effect of the data assimilation on 341 the SWE, air temperature and precipitation.
342 Figure 11 shows the evolution of the mean SWE over the Rheraya catchment from the three 343 simulations. The difference between the DA SWE and OL SWE is highest between mid-February to 344 mid-March. The DA has led to a significant increase in the simulated SWE with respect to the OL 345 simulation. As a result, the DA SWE is closer to the AWS SWE during the same period. As shown in 346 Figure 13 , the higher SWE in the DA run is the result of higher precipitations, in particular the DA 347 has increased the precipitation rate of the two major events on 14 February and 27 March. However, 348 despite these differences in the accumulation period, the DA and OL simulations produced a similar 349 SWE in the end of the melt season. This can be explained by the differences in evolution of the air 350 temperature over the melt season (Fig. 12) . The mean air temperature in the DA simulation is higher 351 than the one of the OL simulation between February to May, which increased the melting rate in the 352 DA simulation.
353
On 05 January, we note that the DA has reduced the OL precipitation (Fig 13) , which is consistent 354 with the AWS simulation (Fig 11) . 
Discussion
356
The results show that the data assimilation scheme has reduced the bias and increased the 357 correlation with two independent observation datasets of snow height and snow cover area. However,
358
these observations provide only a partial evaluation of the simulations: (i) the snow height was SWE. Yet, the assimilation generally tended to increase the precipitation and SWE (Fig. 13, Fig. 14) .
369
However, it decreased the SWE in the highest area of the catchment near the Toubkal peak ( 378 Figure 15 shows the evolution of the HSS with respect to the Sentinel-2 data over the simulation The assimilation of the 17 February Sentinel-2 image in particular has caused an increase in the SWE 383 which persisted until mid-March (Fig. 11) . This image was captured only 3 days after the precipitation event of the 14 February, the largest precipitation event of the study period (Fig. 13) . As a result this 385 observation was important in the general performance of the assimilation scheme.
386
The approach presented in this study is based on the downscaling of large scale MERRA-2 data 387 with MicroMet. Each MERRA-2 grid cell is considered as a virtual station. In the proposed data 388 assimilation scheme, the meteorological forcing is perturbed at each virtual station before downscaling perturbed precipitation data. Here we used a stochastic multiplicative factor, which means that if the 397 MERRA-2 precipitation is zero, the perturbed precipitation data is unchanged. Hence, the success of 
Conclusions
403
We presented a new data assimilation scheme to integrate Sentinel-2 snow cover area in the 404 simulation of the SWE in the High Atlas. The scheme is a particle filter with a modified stochastic 
